ABSTRACT In recent years, correlation filter (CF)-based tracking methods have demonstrated competitive performance. However, conventional CF-based methods suffer from unwanted boundary effects because of the periodic assumption of the training and detection samples. A spatially regularized discriminative CF (SRDCF) has greatly alleviated boundary effects by proposing the spatial regularization weights, which penalize the CF coefficients during learning. However, the SRDCF utilizes a naive decaying exponential model to passively and fixedly update the CF from the previous results. Therefore, if the target meets with occlusion or is out of view, the SRDCF may encounter over-fitting to the recent polluted samples, which may lead to tracking drift and failure. In this paper, we present a novel CF-based tracking method to resolve this issue by dynamically and adaptively correcting the weights of learning CFs and fusing them together to promote a more robust tracking. Thus, if the recent samples are inaccurate in the case of occlusion or are out of view, our method will down-weight the corresponding CFs and vice versa. Moreover, in order to decrease computational complexity and ensure memory efficiency, we extract the key CFs from the previous frames to remove redundant CFs under the contiguous frame indexes constraint. Thus, we do not need to store all CFs and decrease computational burden. Benefiting from the extraction and enhancement of CF, our method improves the tracking precision on OTB-2015, VOT-2016 and UAV123 benchmarks and achieves a 56.0% relative gain in speed compared with the SRDCF. The extensive experimental results demonstrate that our method is competitive with the state-of-the-art algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Visual tracking is an active topic in computer vision and robotics in recent years [1] . A qualified tracking method is supposed to gain an accurate location and scale estimation of a target even under the condition of dramatic and complicated appearance changes of the target [2] , [3] . It aims at utilizing a tracker to estimate the location of the unknown target which is given in a bounding box in the first frame [4] , [5] . Although researchers have proposed many effective tracking methods, there are still many challenges, such as heavy occlusion and out of view, which may lead to tracking drift and even failure.
Recently, as Correlation Filter (CF) based methods [6] , [7] , [17] have achieved excellent results, these methods have attracted more and more attention. Standard CF based methods train a correlation filter from a training set in which training samples are based on a cyclic shift model. Leveraging the periodic assumption of training samples and fast Fourier transform (FFT), standard CF based methods gain efficient training and detection. However, the periodic assumption is not perfect because it also brings unwanted boundary effects, which lead to training an inaccurate tracking model. Spatially Regularized Discriminative Correlation Filter (SRDCF) [8] utilizes spatial regularization by introducing a spatial regularization component, which can penalize the correlation filter coefficients during learning. Owing to spatial regularization, SRDCF not only alleviates unwanted boundary effects but also allows the CF to be learned on larger regions. However, at the training stage of SRDCF, the normal equations, which are used for gaining the correlation filter, update passively and fixedly per frame. Since the CF can be seen as a template for samples, the template will be incorrect when recent samples are inaccurate or drift due to occlusion or out of view. Consequently, the tracking results will also drift and fail.
Most existing CF based methods ignore this problem. They only passively update the tracking model with a fixed small learning rate. In this paper, we focus on promoting the robustness of CF based methods by dynamically and adaptively managing the current and historical learning weights of CFs. Different from [9] , which select bests experts from all classifiers, we propose an adaptive enhancement of correlation filter method to manage the weights of CFs and samples jointly in the image region via estimating errors of CFs. SRDCFDecon [10] decontaminates the training set by estimating weights of all training sample in each frame. Contrary to SRDCFDecon, we directly enhance CFs by up-weighting accurate CFs and down-weighting corrupted ones. Besides, in order to reduce memory and time complexity, we remove redundant CFs by implementing a key CF extraction strategy, which is under the assumption that the frame numbers corresponding to correlation filters in the cluster are continuous. Consequently, we gain n clusters and choose the most representative CFs of each cluster. Thus, we do not need to require the storage of all CFs, which reduces complexity while guarantees the diversity of CF set.
The key contribution of this paper is three-fold.
• We proposed a novel correlation filter based visual tracking method of adaptive enhancement of correlation filter to counter over-fitting to recent inaccurate samples problem of SRDCF and other CF-based trackers by learning the weights of current training samples and weights of CF set jointly. Thus we can gain a strong CF which can address the issue of over-fitting to recent inaccurate samples problem which may cause tracking drift and failure.
• Our second contribution is introducing an effective scheme to extract the key CFs from the CF set which dramatically reduces the computational complexity and save memory. Besides, our extraction method can simultaneously keep the diversity of CFs and the importance of recent learned CFs. Moreover, we update the CF set for every N s frames, efficiently improving the tracking speed while applying recent variations information of the target.
• Our tracker surpasses the baseline tracker SRDCF [8] in both tracking precision and FPS on OTB2015 benchmark [25] , VOT-2016 [34] , and UAV123 dataset [35] . Besides, our tracking method with hand-crafted features is superior to state-of-the-art Trackers which use hand-crafted features by accuracy and many attributes. Moreover, our tracker with deep CNN features also achieves better performances than state-of-the-art trackers based on deep features.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we first briefly review some conventional correlation filter based tracking methods and their extended versions and then focus on methods of prevention from overfitting to recent inaccurate samples, which are relevant to our proposed method.
A. CORRELATION FILTER BASED VISUAL TRACKING
The correlation filter is designed to produce strong correlation peaks for the target and lower responses for the background in the video scene. MOSSE [13] applies adaptive correlation filters to visual tracking for the first time, which utilizes a minimum output sum of squared error filter to model the appearance of the target and performs tracking via convolution. Based on the framework of MOSSE filters, a series of improved algorithms are proposed. Rui et al. [14] introduce a tracker that uses the circulant structure of the kernel function (CSK) for dense sampling and discriminates the target by learning the regularized least squares classifier. In order to handle the scale variation of the target, DSST [15] divides the tracking task into two problems: target translation tracking and scale estimation. Different from the DSST, SAMF [16] performs the target detection on the multi-scaled image block by the translation filter and chooses the translation position and the scale size at which the response is the strongest. For the purpose of decreasing the unwanted boundary effects, SRDCF [8] introduces a spatial regularization component under the discriminative correlation filter (DCF) framework, which penalizes the correlation filter weights according to the spatial position. SRDCFdecon [10] improves the sample updating and the learning rate issues based on SRDCF. SRDCFdecon stores all samples from previous frames and adds sample weights and regularization to the optimization objective function. In order to improve the computational efficiency, ECO [17] introduces a factorized convolution operator and employs a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to decrease the number of parameters and merge similar samples. Besides, features of the CF based trackers also have been improved in recent years. Different from MOSSE and CSK which uses raw gray pixels as the feature, KCF [18] performs the multi-channel HOG features based on CSK. Danelljan et al. [19] applies the color attribute in the CF based tracking algorithm and adopts the adaptive low-dimensional strategy to reduce the color feature dimensions from 11 to 2, which improves the performance of the algorithm while ensuring efficient tracking. Moreover, SAMF [16] fuses the raw gray pixels, color attributes, and HOG features to obtain more robust results. In addition, as deep CNNs have been widely used in recognition tasks and gain remarkable performance, many tracking algorithms also employ deep CNN features into their trackers, such as DeepSRDCF [20] , HDT [21] , and CF2 [22] .
B. PREVENTION OF OVER-FITTING TO RECENT INACCURATE SAMPLES
However, most of the above algorithms maintain the appearance model via passive and fixed online updates, which may lead to CF over-fitting to recent inaccurate samples of longer duration. When the target encounters sharp appearance VOLUME 7, 2019 variations or heavy occlusion and out of view, such practices may result in tracking drift or failure. To tackle this problem, researchers have proposed many approaches. In [36] , a correlation particle filter model is proposed to exploit and complement of both the correlation filter and the particle filter, which can effectively handle large-scale variation of the target. Rapuru et al. [37] fused two state-of-art tracking algorithms, KCF [18] and TLD [23] , based on conservative correlation measure, which enhanced the tracker to avoid the drift phenomenon. Fan and Jinhai [38] suggested a multitask joint dictionary learning method which is utilized to compute the joint decision confidence of each candidate sample. Sui et al. [39] presented a peak strength metric to enhance the peak of the correlation response which leads to a more discriminative correlation filter. The TLD tracker [23] combines the conventional detection algorithm with the tracking algorithm and updates them via online learning. Ideally, when the tracker encounters tracking drifts or failure, the detector will rectify the result and initialize the tracker. However, due to the optical flow applied in TLD, it is inevitable that TLD will be affected by the background variation around the target, which results in poor tracking performance. The online boosting tracker [24] first randomly initializes a set of selectors by generating weak classifiers via the EM algorithm. Then it trains the weak classifiers with weighted samples and gains a constantly updated strong classifier in the feature pool. But when the current sample is inaccurate, the on-line boosting tracker will also suffer from the tracking drift. The MEEM tracker [9] proposes to use a multi-expert model to maintain a fixed number of experts which are collected from previous frames. When a new sample comes, the MEEM selects the best experts based on minimum entropy criterion. Although MEEM tracker alleviates the tracking drift via multi-expert model, it will also fail to track the target when it encounters heavy occlusion or out of view for a long time. The SRDCFdecon [10] addresses the problem of corrupted training samples of SRDCF by estimating the quality of the samples from previous frames and updating the current sample during training. However, the SRDCFdecon tracker needs to store a large sample set which will waste much memory and reduce computational efficiency. If we keep discarding the oldest samples and add new samples to the set, it may, however, lead to overfitting to recent frames, causing tracking drift. Contrary to these methods, we propose a method of implementing adaptive enhancement of correlation filter to counter over-fitting to recent samples problem of SRDCF and other CF based trackers. First, we extract the key CFs for every N s frames via global optimal clustering to remove a large number of redundant CFs, which reduces the computational complexity and improve memory efficiency while ensuring the diversity of CF set, and avoiding over-fitting to recent or specific frames during training. Then, our adaptive enhancement of correlation filter can learn the weights of both the current samples and CFs set, which will down-weight inaccurate CFs and up-weight correct ones, and finally gain a strong correlation filter.
III. TRACKING BASED ON ADAPTIVE EXTRACTION AND ENHANCEMENT OF CORRELATION FILTER
In this section, we first revisit the SRDCF tracker; then we introduce our adaptive enhancement of correlation filter via dynamically and adaptively managing the current and historical learning weights of CFs jointly. Finally, a key CF extraction strategy is developed to reduce complexity and guarantee the diversity of CFs. The main framework of our method is shown in Fig. 1 .
A. REVISIT SRDCF
SRDCF is committed to solving problems caused by the periodic assumptions of standard DCF by introducing spatial regularization component into standard DCF regularization terms. In standard DCF, the multi-channel correlation filter f is gained by minimizing the following formulation,
where
is the training sample which consists of d feature maps with the size of M × N and y k denotes desired output which is subject to Gaussian distribution, and λ denotes the fixed weight of the regularization term. While SRDCF proposes the spatial weights based on the priori information that features close to the edge of the target are often inaccurate than those close to the center of the target. Consequently, in SRDCF, the correlation filter f is gained by minimizing the following formulation,
where w is regularization weights which determine the coefficients of the filter at different spatial positions. By utilizing the Discrete Fourier Transformation (DFT) and Gauss-Seidel method, (2) is minimized by solving the normal equations A tf =b t , where
where γ is the learning rate which is fixed and small. Thus, by a fixed number of Gauss-Seidel iterations, the new CF can be calculated.
B. ADAPTIVE ENHANCEMENT OF CORRELATION FILTER
Although the SRDCF efficiently alleviates unwanted boundary effects, it can be seen by (3) that it updates the CF passively and fixedly. But when the tracker meets heavy occlusion or background clutter or variations of target appearance lasting for a longer duration, the correlation filter f will be ''polluted'' badly and the tracker can never aim the FIGURE 1. The overall framework of our method. Our CF set consists of historical and recent CFs. We first extract K = n − r key CFs from previous frames by utilizing a key CF extraction strategy under the contiguous frame indexes constraint. For the purpose of adapting to rapid appearance changes, we directly select the most recent r CFs and add them to the set instead of clustering. Then we learn the weights of CFs and current sample jointly and gain the final strong CF. . In order to ensure that the tracker can better adapt to the target when it encounters a sharp variation, the current learning filter needs to be emphasized. At the training stage of a new frame t, based on the SRDCF, we change the learning rate γ in (3) to 1, and the formula is as follows,
Thus, we gain current learning CF f current t and add it to the previous correlation filters to get our CF set
In the t − th frame, for each f i t , we introduce the training error e i ,
where (x t , y t ) is the new training sample of the t − th frame. The spatial size of x t is M × N and each sample x k is as follows,
where Y m,n is defined as follows,
Thus, the weights of CFs can be calculated by,
In order to improve the ability of the strong CF, the weights of samples which are detected inaccurately by CFs should be increased, so it is crucial to calculate the importance (difficulty) of the samples. Consequently, w k can be obtained as,
where z is the normalized coefficient, so that k w k = 1. Therefore, the difficult samples are emphasized by the algorithm. All samples are passed forward in each CF, and weights of all current samples are continually changed in each iteration and the weight of each filter is obtained. Consequently, the strong correlation filter f strong t can be gained as,
C. EXTRACTION OF KEY CORRELATION FILTERS
The sticking point of our method is to re-estimate the previous frames and the currently trained CF weights [ρ 1 t , .., ρ t t ], and then make weighted summation to gain the final CF f strong t . Since the changes of training set in adjacent frames are small, the variation of learned CF is also small. Thus, collecting all the learned CFs in each frame will bring large redundancies because many continuous CFs are pretty similar. Besides, storing all the learned CFs and re-estimating their weights will significantly increase computational complexity and impair memory efficiency. In order to save memory and improve the operating efficiency, we propose to utilize a key CF extraction strategy to classify all CFs into n classes and select the most representative CFs from each class.
The samples are richer as the number of frames increases, so n should grow as t increases. The number of classes n is computed by using (11),
where represents the rounding up operation, and q denotes the fixed maximum value of CF classes in the whole sequences, ε is a fixed parameter which controls the growth rate of n.
For the purpose of adapting to rapid appearance changes, recent learned CFs should be given larger weights. In order to implement it, we separate each CF of the r most recent frames into a single class instead of selecting one of them as a representative. Consequently, we utilize global optimal clustering to separate the first t − r CFs into n − r classes. Motived by [11] and [12] , our clustering algorithm is based on the hypothesis that frame numbers [1, 2, . . . , t − r] corresponding to all CFs [f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f t−r ] in each cluster are continuous, so we convert the clustering problem into a segmentation problem under the contiguous frame indexes constraint, thus reducing the computational complexity. For clearer expression, the number of CFs we want to cluster is set to L = t − r and the number of segments is K = n − r. Thus the segmentation points s = (s 1 , . . . , s k−1 ) separate CFs into K subsets and 0 < s 1 < . . .
To further improve the tracking speed and save memory, we use Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimensionality of the CF to d c for different kinds of features and we set CF i = PCA (f i ).
An efficient method to obtain the optimal segmentation points s is to individually calculate the sum of the contributions of all segments of each kind of segmentation under the contiguous frame indexes constraint. According to [12] , above-mentioned consideration is given as, 
where σ i = CF i − CF m 2 and CF m is the m − th neighbor of CF i . We suppose that C i = [CF i1 , . . . , CF ij , . . . , CF ix ] is i − th cluster of all K clusters (1 ≤ i ≤ K ) and CF ij is the j−th correlation filter of C i . We define the loss of the selected correlation filter CF is of C i as follow,
where x is the size of C i . Obviously, the solution of selecting the most representative correlation filter CF io is to select the CF with the lowest loss in each cluster:
In our proposed algorithm, we mainly train two models M s and M c for target tracking. Here, M s denotes the learning strong CF and M c represents the extracted key CFs which are one of the inputs of M s . In case of the rapid change of the target, M s is supposed to be dynamically updated according to the current target and background. For every new frame, we add current learned CF f current t to CF set and learn the strong correlation filter f strong t using CF set and current sample set.
However, the purpose of the optimizing M c is to divide the historical target templates into different categories to extract key CFs from previous frames so that we can decrease computational complexity and save memory while ensuring the diversity of CF set. Thus, we do not optimize M c until we gain enough new templates of the target. As a result, we update M c for every N s frame instead of continuous updating scheme. We, therefore, avoid meaningless update and decrease the computational burden.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we first evaluate our proposed method by comparing the performances of our tracker with other stateof-the-art trackers on the whole OTB-2015 benchmark [25] . The OTB-2015 benchmark contains 100 sequences from real scenes with 11 attributes, which represent different challenges in visual tracking such as occlusion, scale variation, fast motion, and out of view. Our tracker is evaluated on entire OTB-2015 dataset under One Pass Evaluation (OPE) and ranked with other trackers using Area-Under-the-Curve (AUC) score which is based on the overlap precision (OP). We first compare our tracker with 9 state-of-the-art trackers which use hand-crafted features: SRDCF [8] , DSST [15] , SAMF [16] , Staple [26] , KCF [18] , MEEM [9] , LCT [27] , TLD [23] , Struck [28] , and then we utilize CNN features and compare our tracker with 6 state-of-the-art Trackers which use deep CNN features: DeepSRDCF [20] , HDT [21] , CNN-SVM [29] , DCFNet [30] , SiamFC3S [33] , and CF2 [22] . To further illustrate the robust and the validity of our proposed tracker, we perform comparisons of our tracker and state-of-the-art algorithms on two more challenging datasets: VOT-2016 [34] and UAV123 [35] .
A. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 1) PARAMETERS SETTINGS
Our tracking approach is implemented in Matlab on an i7-6700HQ 2.6GHz CPU PC with 16.0GB of RAM and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX970 GPU. For the CFs selection presented in section II-C, we using key CF extraction strategy to classify and select CFs in every N s = 5 frame. The maximum value of CF classes in whole sequences q is set to 50 and growth rate of the number of selected CFs ε is set to 0.005 and δ is set to 0.3 throughout all experiments. For every N s = 5 frames, we utilize key CF extraction strategy to separate CFs into n − r classes and r is set to 0.3n. The dimensionality d c of the CFs for clustering is set to 10, 13, and 64, if we use HOG, HOG+CN, and deep CNN as features, respectively. The neighbor parameter m in (13) is set to 7 according to [31] . As for the CFs boosting method presented in section II-B, the initial sample weights w (0) k is set to. Algorithm 1 summarizes an overview of our tracking approach in a generic setting. Note that all parameters settings are kept fixed for all videos in a dataset.
2) FEATURES
We employ both handcrafted features including Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) and HOG+CN (HOG and color names), and deep CNN features to characterize the image region, respectively. The feature dimensions of HOG and CN are 31 and 10. As for deep CNN features, we utilize imagenetvgg-verydeep CNN model [32] to extract deep features and employ the third convolutional layer from the VGG network and thus the feature dimension of CNN is 512. Considering both the efficiency and stability, we set the number PCA dimensions to 15 into n − r subsets and select a CF with the smallest error from each subset. 5. end if 6. Initialize sample weights using (6) and (7) 
B. OVERALL EVALUATION RESULTS
We compare our proposed method with other 15 state-ofthe-art trackers based on both hand-crafted features and deep CNN features respectively on entire OTB-2015 based on One Pass Evaluation (OPE) and use Area-Under-the-Curve (AUC) to rank them. Table 1 and Table 2 show the overall performance of trackers based on the hand-crafted features and deep CNN features by giving the results of the success rate of overlap precision over 0.5 in the sequences (OP over 0.5) and the mean overlap success of all 11 fixed thresholds (Mean OS). As shown in Table 1 and Table 2 , our tracker achieves the best performance in both mean OS and OP over 0.5, whether based on hand-crafted features and deep features. In hand-crafted features experiments, our approach (76.2%) outperforms the SRDCF (72.8%) and DSST (60.1%) by 3.4% and 16.1% on the OP over 0.5. Besides, our proposed tracker also achieves a mean Overlap Success of 61.7% and surpasses SAMF (55.4%) and LCT (56.2%) by 6.3% and 5.5%. From Table 2 we can see that in deep CNN features experiments, our tracker performs better than other 6 trackers on both mean OS and OP over 0.5. In order to clearly compare the success rate of each algorithm under various overlap thresholds, we provide success rate curves of trackers with both hand-crafted features and deep CNN features on all OTB-2015 dataset, based on One Pass Evaluation (OPE) and using Area-Under-the-Curve (AUC) to rank them. As shown in Fig. 2a , when the overlap threshold exceeds 0.3, the success rate of our method is always higher than the other 9 algorithms. In the success rate of Fig. 2b , our tracker and DeepSRDCF have an almost the same success rate at an overlap threshold of 0.4. But when the overlap threshold becomes larger than 0.4, our method performs better than SRDCF and other trackers. The main factor that our algorithm is ahead of other algorithms is the boosting CFs. Contrary to the conventional CF based trackers, we dynamically and adaptively update the CF by utilizing key CF extraction strategy to gain representative CFs from previous frames and employing boosting strategy to learn a strong CF that can adjust CFs weights according to the current target and background. As a result, our tracker can re-detect the target when it encounters pollution and improves the robustness of the tracker.
C. ATTRIBUTE-BASED EVALUATION RESULTS
To further evaluate the performances of trackers, we apply the quantitative analysis of 11 attributes summarized in the OTB-2015. These 11 attributes contained in the OTB-2015 sequences represent challenging factors (e.g. occlusion, out of view, and scale variation). As shown in Fig. 3 , we provide success rate curves of trackers on the entire OTB-2015 data set for all 11 attributes, based on One Pass Evaluation (OPE) and using Area-Under-the-Curve (AUC) to rank them. For clearer visualization, we also list the mean OP of different trackers on different attributes in Table 3 . From Fig. 3 and Table 3 , we can see that our proposed method surpasses the baseline tracker SRDCF and other trackers on almost all attributes except deformation. When the target meet with occlusion (OCC) and out of view (OV), the current samples will be polluted which leads to training an inaccurate correlation filter. Our baseline SRDCF and other conventional CF based trackers using a passive strategy to update CF with a fix and small learning rate can keep tracking the target only when the OCC or OV duration is very short, otherwise, the CF will overfit to the recent polluted samples and lead to tracking failure when the target reappears. Owing to the enhancement of CF, our method dynamically and adaptively updates the CFs weights from previous frames according to the current target and background. We up-weight accurate CFs and down-weight corrupted ones in order to train a strong CF which can redetect the target after OCC or OV. As a result, our tracker has superior performance in various attributes. In particular, our proposed method surpasses SRDCF by 13.2% and 6.0% on OV and OCC, respectively. And it also gains the best results on overall success rate in other 9 attributes and the third best in deformation (DEF).
In addition, we provide qualitative results of different methods on 8 chosen sequences of OTB-2015 which contain entire 11 challenging attributes. To make it clear, we give tracking results of our algorithm and other four state-of-theart algorithms in Fig. 6 : SRDCF, DSST, SAMF, and Staple. As shown in Fig. 6 , sequences Girl2, Lemming,and Human3 contain heavy occlusion and out of view, which causes the CFs of SRDCF, DSST, SAMF, and Staple to fail to track the target again after several frames of error updates. Conversely, when the target reappears, our algorithm learns a new strong CF by utilizing boosting strategy to attenuate the weight of the latest error CFs and increase the weight of the previous correct CFs, so that the target can be re-detected by our tracker. In another three sequences Shaking,Panda, andDragonBaby with background clutter, SRDCF, DSST, SAMF, and Staple are disturbed by the background, which causes tracking drift and leads to tracking failure. However, our proposed method handles background clutter very well and can re-detect the target even after tracking drift (e.g. #20 and #21 of Shaking). Besides, in sequences Human2 and ClifBar, SRDCF, DSST, SAMF, and Staple suffer from over-fitting to certain regions due to the passive update of the CFs, thus causing the scale estimation to be less accurate. Our tracker alleviates the effects of over-fitting and results in better location and scale precision.
D. COMPONENT ANALYSIS
We also perform a component analysis of our approach by evaluating the impact of components of our tracker. As described in Section III-C, we provide a key CF extraction strategy to remove redundant CFs and gain a condensed yet diverse CF set. However, the most essential adjustable component of the extraction strategy is q, which is the fixed maximum value of CF classes in the whole sequences in (11) . Besides, the choice of the number of PCA dimensionality will also affect the tracking performance of our tracker. Therefore, we analyze the impacts of these two parameters on the whole OTB2015 dataset by providing the overlap precision of the AUC curve for different choices of these two components in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , respectively. For clearer visualization, we also plot curves showing the relation between the mean overlap success, the average FPS, and the components setting in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 . As shown in Fig. 4 , we can observe that the tracking performance of our tracker is almost the same as SRDCF when the maximum numbers of CFs are 5 and 10 and then remains consistently higher than the SRDCF, which is attributed to our enhancement of CF. Besides, we found that q = 15 resulted in improved tracking success rate and FPS. By providing such an appropriate number of CFs, our learned strong CF can be stable and avoid overfitting to recent samples.
The success plot and the mean overlap success curve in Fig. 5 shows the success rate of our tracker largely remains consistent when the number of PCA dimensions is reduced from 31 and then decreases fast at 6, which indicates that we can effectively reduce the feature dimensionality while ensuring the tracking success rate. Considering both the FPS and the mean overlap success, we set the number PCA dimensions to 19 and 64 for HOG and deep features in all experiments, respectively. It is worth noting that benefited from our key CF extraction strategy and compressed feature representation, our tracker achieves a 1.56-fold speedup compared to the baseline tracker SRDCF.
E. IMPACTS OF THE ENHANCEMENT OF CF AND KEY CF EXTRACTION STRATEGY
To further demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method, we investigate the effect of enhancement of CF and key CF extraction strategy of our tracker in this section. Most CF based trackers, such as SRDCF, update the CF with naive decaying exponential which is controlled by a small learning rate γ . We observe that trackers using this naive learning model strategy suffer from over-fitting to recent samples and tracking failure when they encounter heavy occlusion and out of view. However, our tracker employs the key CF extraction strategy to reduce redundancies and select representative CFs set. Besides, a boosting method is introduced to passively assign the weights of selected CFs set. In order to illustrate the effectiveness of our tracker and the differences between ours and SRDCF in training CF, we apply the rate of variations of CFs in neighboring frames (i.e.
) on sequence Coke in Fig. 7 . We can see that variations of SRDCF are small and stable during the sequence, due to the fixed and small learning rate. As a result, it suffers from a slow change in appearance and over-fitting to recent inaccurate samples which leads to tracking failure (e.g. #272 frame in Fig. 8) . However, as shown in Fig. 7 , our approach can dynamically and adaptively correct the weights of CFs set according to the current target and background. When variations of the target and background are small, the changes of our CF are also stable and small. Conversely, when the target encounters sudden variations, our CF will change accordingly (e.g. #70 to #80 and #260 to #272 frames in Fig. 7 ). In addition, more visualizations of the CF variations in neighboring frames are shown in Fig. 9 . We also visualize our assigned CFs weights in frame 80 and 272 on sequence Coke and list the frames corresponding to the CF numbers of the top five weights, which are shown in Fig. 8 . From it we can see that, our tracker can benefit from the key CF extraction strategy and reduce a lot of redundant and similar CFs, which alleviates over-fitting to the recent training samples. Besides, we keep CFs trained in recent frames and put them with CFs selected by clustering for boosting, so that our recent learned CFs can gain larger weights (e.g. #77 to #80 and #270 to #272 in Fig. 8 ), for the purpose of adapting to rapid appearance changes.
F. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION ON OTHER DATASETS
In order to further illustrate the robust and the validity of our proposed tracking method, we perform comparisons of our tracker and state-of-the-art algorithms on two more challenging datasets: VOT-2016 [34] and UAV123 [35] . The VOT challenges are noted competitions which consist of 60 sequences and some of them are tougher than the OTB2015 dataset. The sequences include five different attributes: camera motion, illumination change, occlusion, size change, and motion change. The VOT-2016 possesses its own quality standards and we perform the evaluation of trackers by expected average overlap (EAO), which is in terms of both accuracy and robustness. We compare our tracking method with 9 state-of-the-art trackers, including SRDCF [8] , RFD_CF2 [22] , CCCT [40] , DAT [41] , MAD [42] , KCF [18] , SAMF [16] , and Struck [28] . As shown in Fig. 10 , our tracker obtains the best results and improves the baseline tracker by 1.7% in EAO score on the whole VOT-2016 dataset. UAV123 dataset has a fundamental difference with other datasets (e.g. VOT and OTB) that it collects video sequences from an unmanned aerial vehicle viewpoint. UAV123 consists of 123 aerial viewpoint videos and more than 110K frames. We evaluate our method with state-of-the-art trackers on UAV123_10fps dataset, which is a downsampled version of short-term tracking dataset UAV123. As UAV123 does not possess quality standards, we evaluate and rank the tracking results according to the visual tracker benchmark [25] . Fig. 11 shows that our tracker performs best among the competing trackers and surpasses SRDCF by 2.3% on UAV123_10fps dataset. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a method of implementing adaptive enhancement of correlation filter to counter over-fitting to recent samples problem of SRDCF and other CF based trackers. By introducing the enhancement of CFs method to SRDCF, our approach efficiently assigns the weights of training samples and extracted key CFs to constitute a new strong correlation filter which is sensitive to the variations of the target appearance and can redetect the target after heavy occlusion and out of view. Besides, we utilize key CF extraction strategy to extract the key CFs from the CFs set to dramatically reduce the computational complexity and save memory. Moreover, our extraction strategy can keep the diversity of CFs while ensuring the importance of recent learned CFs. We perform experiments on both handcraft and deep features. Qualitative and quantitative experiments demonstrate that our proposed method achieves better performance than state-of-the-art trackers using both handcraft and deep features. In future, we will further improve our tracker by integrating our extraction and enhancement of correlation filter method with more efficient tracking algorithms (e.g. ECO [17] and BACF [43] ) and considering how to better determine the accuracy of recent samples under the complex tracking circumstances condition.
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